
 

 

I still remember the day when I first met Professor Robert Lue during the spring of my 

freshman year. Rob, as he insisted everyone call him, was casually sitting on a table in Science 

Center 418D greeting students who had just been accepted to the Biopolis program. Beside him 

was a wide assortment of Otto’s pizza with the most interesting flavors that I had no idea how to 

describe.   

 This was the first of what would soon become many meetings with Rob. I cannot remember 

a single one where Rob’s magnanimous and vibrant personality failed to light up a conversation, 

whether that be talking about the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) or the latest episode of 

Black Mirror. He was truly someone that believed in the ability of students to make change in the 

world, and someone who always believed in me.   

When Rob reached out a year later looking for a research assistant to help design a new 

course at Harvard, I was more than willing to figure out a way of doing so. Even as plans changed 

from the launch of a course to the launch of a new creativity and entrepreneurship program, Rob’s 

focus on transforming student ideas from the classroom into reality never wavered. While it has 

been a very difficult school year to build the curriculum for the Lemann Program without Rob, I 

found comfort knowing that I was able to continue his work and honor his legacy in a way that I 

never could have if I were not a fellow with LPCE.I want to thank Sam for a positivity and 

enthusiasm that rivaled Rob himself to steer us through such a tough, but very successful first year. 

I want to thank Maria for always keeping us on track for the next task, yet never failing to find 

time for socials and boosting team morale. I want to thank Katrina and Marina as my fellows in 

crime for coming up with schemes for retreats and dealing with the numerous spelling/grammar 

errors in my writing. And of course, most of all, I want to thank Alain. Alain’s dry sense of humor, 

impeccable fashion sense, and determination to push through is what kept all of us going. We all 

wanted to do right by Rob to carry out his vision, and it was through you that I found the inspiration 

and drive to keep going.   

As my senior year has wound to a close, so has my time with LPCE. It is therefore my 

honor to introduce Amy Shi ’22 as the next Undergraduate Fellow with LPCE. Much like Rob, 

Amy’s passion also lies within education and sustainability. As a student in LPCE100, Amy 

worked with a team to develop a project focused on the gamification of sustainable living through 

social media. Outside of class, she is a research intern at Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center 

looking to improve responses to breast cancer therapy, as well as mentor in the Harvard Chinatown 

Afterschool Program. In her spare time, Amy enjoys dancing with the Harvard Asian American 

Dance Troupe, training for a half-marathon, and “lots of quarantine baking”. I am more than 

confident that Amy will be able to successfully navigate an exciting new chapter in LPCE’s 

development and bring her own unique flair to the program.  

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

Rowen VonPlagenhoef ‘21 


